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Classical Guitar Quartet of Évora (Portugal) 
 
 

Nilton Esteves 
Nilton Esteves began his musical studies with 17 years at the Conservatório 
Regional de Setúbal, where he finished the 8º degree of guitar, with the teacher 
José Diniz. He studied cello with Ana Paula Gois and Andrzej Michalczyk and 
studied, too, singing with the teacher João Paul Reya. He has a degree in 
music from University of Évora, where he studied guitar with Manuel Morais and 
Dejan Ivanovic.  
 
Has performed with several configurations: guitar duo, guitar and flute and 
guitar and piano. Held master classes with several teachers: José Diniz, 
Christopher Lyall, Paul Valente Pereira, Roz Peres, Hubert Kapell and Marco 
Socias. He teaches guitar and orchestra of guitars at the Conservatório 
Regional de Évora - Eborae Mvsica and at the Academia Musimusa in Montijo. 
 
 
José Farinha 
José Farinha did his musical studies at the Academia de Música Eborense, 
where he graduated in guitar as a student of the teacher José Diniz and 
completed the course in cello in the Escola Profissional de Música de Évora. 
Then it was a guitar teacher in this school. In 1997, was graduated in guitar and 
chamber music, in the classes of the teachers, Paulo Pereira and Pedro Jóia, at 
the University of Évora. He has attended several training courses of guitar with 
Leo Brouwer, Alberto Ponce, José Diniz, Louis Andriessen, and others. Has 
performed several solo recitals and with various chamber music formations in 
Portugal and other countries, including Spain, Switzerland, Bulgaria, Belgium 
and Mozambique. He teaches guitar at the Conservatório Regional de Évora - 
Eborae Mvsica and at the Escola de Artes do Norte Alentejano.- Portalegre. 
 
 
João Macedo 
João Macedo started his musical studies in 2000 with 15 years of age in the 
Academia de Música Eborense, where he finished 2º degree in the class of the 
teacher José Farinha.  
 
He continued his studies at the Conservatório Regional de Évora - Eborae 
Mvsica where he finished 6º degree in musical studies with the same teacher. 
In 2007 began a university course of guitar at the University of Évora, in the 
class of the teacher Dejan Ivanovic. Has performed solo concerts and with 
various chamber music formations, has also collaborated on several cultural 
events in the area of dance, drama and poetry recitals. He teaches guitar at the 
Conservatório Regional de Évora - Eborae Music, and at the Conservatório do 
Baixo Alentejo. 
 
 
António Caeiro 
Antonio Caeiro studied at the Academia de Música Eborense with the teacher 
José Diniz. Had a scholarship from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, where 
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he attended courses of Musical Expression and Education through the Art. 
Attended also, seminars of Musical Pedagogy with the teachers Jos Wuytack 
and Ana Ferrão. Studied Technical and Analysis of Composition with the 
composer Jorge Peixinho. 
 
In 1990 was awarded in the Portuguese Musical Youth Competitions at the 
National Theatre of St. Carlos. Has performed solo concerts and with various 
chamber music formations in Portugal and in other countries as Sofia 
(Bulgaria), Pisa (Italy) in the 2º Festival Luso-Greco-Italian of Theatre and 
Culture, and Copenhagen (Denmark). He teaches guitar at the Conservatório 
Regional de Évora - Eborae Mvsica. 
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